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Address Glashütte Valentin Eisch GmbH 
Am Steg 7 
94258 Frauenau

Country Germany

Phone 0049 9926 1890

Fax 0049 9926 189250

Internet www.eisch.de

CONTACT PERSONS
Contact 1. Mr. Eberhard Eisch 

Geschäftsführer 
Phone: 0049 9926 189200  
Fax: 0049 9926 189250 

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Gourmet glasses Drinking glasses Decanters and accessories Identity Presents and decoration Basic

SensisPlus glasses combine experience and wealth of ideas at Eisch to a characteristic interpretation of highest wine enjoyment. SensisPlus glasses
bring out the best in your wine while the original character and structure of the wine are preserved. Experience SensisPlus and discover the wine`s
true flavour. plus Eisch manufactures SensisPlus glasses not only for wine but also for spirits, fruit juices, sparkling water and other beverages.

COMPANY BACKGROUND / HISTORY
For the Eisch family, life and glass are inseparably linked to nature. Erwin Eisch´s glass art is poetic, pictorial, plastic, and bizarre. He gave wings to
the fantasy of glass artists and painters, and made the "Poetry in Glass" series a world-wide success: Artistic metamorphoses that gained worldwide
fame.
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